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General information 

 Offer Nr.: 25/FI 

 Timeliness of the offer: September 01. – February 15. 

 Location: Haunia, Finland 

 Hunting ground: 8 700 Ha 

 Forest: 80% 

 Shooting plan: 

 65 pcs White tailed deer  

 Accommodation: hunting cabin, hotel 

 Hunting group capacity: max. 8 hunters 

PACKAGE PRICE PER PERSON: € 4.990  

Finland, with minor exceptions, is the only country apart from the American continent where you can hunt white-tailed 
deer in the wild. A biotope similar to North America, vast deep forests with agricultural cultures have become an ideal 
environment for the development of this beautiful animal. The white-tailed deer was brought to Finland in 1934, 1 
deer and 4 deer, which became the basis of the entire, now several thousand, population. The hunting area is 
located approx. 250 km from Helsinki airport in a beautiful environment of small lakes and spruce-birch forests. 
Accommodation is in smaller cabins, equipped with a bedroom, kitchenette, toilet, shower and fireplace. Of course, 
there is also a classic Finnish sauna. Upon request, it is possible to arrange accommodation in one of the nearby 
hotels. Both accommodation options offer a high standard and quality services.     
 
Hunting trip program:  

 1 day: arrival at the airport in Helsinki, transfer to the place of accommodation, organizational instructions, dinner 
 2 - 4 day: morning and afternoon hunting, return after dark, dinner - sauna 
 5 day: breakfast, accounting, farewell to the hunting guests, transport to the airport in Helsinki.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
ADDITIONAL TERMS: 

 preparation before exporting the trophy: 1.) boiling of the trophy € 150,-, 2.) boiling of the trophy, skinning – 
shoulder mouth € 250,-, 3.) boiling of the trophy, skinning the whole white tailed deer € 500,-.  

 weapon and ammunition rental: € 150,- per each day.  
 
WOUNDING OF WHITE TAILED DEER = CHARGED AT FULL PRICE. 
 

PRICE LIST – WHITE TAILED DEER: 

The number of antler points Price in € 

Deer 0 - 8 pointer 1.800,- 

Deer 9 - 11 pointer 3.350,-  

Deer 12 pointer and more 6.750,-  

White tailed deer Hind 600,-  

White tailed deer Calf 450,-  
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